A finite strain multiscale hydro-mechanical model is established via an extended Hill-Mandel 6 condition for two-phase porous media. By assuming that the effective stress principle holds at unit cell 7 scale, we established a micro-to-macro transition that links the micromechanical responses at grain scale to 8 the macroscopic effective stress responses, while modeling the fluid phase only at the macroscopic contin-9 uum level. We propose a dual-scale semi-implicit scheme, which treats macroscopic responses implicitly 10 and microscopic responses explicitly. The dual-scale model is shown to have good convergence rate, and 11 is stable and robust. By inferring effective stress measure and poro-plasticity parameters, such as porosity, 12 Biot's coefficient and Biot's modulus from micro-scale simulations, the multiscale model is able to predict 13 effective poro-elasto-plastic responses without introducing additional phenomenological laws. The perfor-14 mance of the proposed framework is demonstrated via a collection of representative numerical examples. 15 Fabric tensors of the representative elementary volumes are computed and analyzed via the anisotropic 16 critical state theory when strain localization occurs. 17 A two-phase fluid-infiltrating porous solid is made of a solid matrix and a pore space saturated by fluid. 21 When subjected to external loading, the mechanical responses of the porous solid strongly depend on 22 whether and how pore fluid diffuse inside the pore space. The classical approach to model the fluid-solid 23 interaction in a porous solid is to consider it as a mixture continuum in the macroscopic scale. At each 24 continuum material point, a fraction of volume is occupied by one or multiple types of fluid, while the 25 rest of volume is occupied by the solid constituent. A governing equation can then be derived from bal-26
and the solid matrix, as shown in Fig. 1 
6 Hydrogen transport
The balance of linear momentum reads ∇ X · P (F , z, C T ) = 0 (6.1)
The transport equation reads
7 Automatic Differentiation Tool ∂u i ∂x j (7.1) 
5 Deformation Mapping x = ϕ(X s , t) (5.1)
7 Automatic Differentiation Tool ∂u i ∂x j (7.1) centroids of the N particles expressed using the local coordinate system read, i.e., 142 y p ∈ V, p = 1, 2, ...N.
where y p is the local position vector of the center of the p-th particle in the microstructure and x + y p is 143 the same position expressed in the macroscopic current coordinate system. Particles inside the RVE may 144 make contacts to each other. The local position vector of each contact between each particle-pair y c can be 145 written as, typically requires at least an order more of degree of freedoms to resolve the flow in the void space among 152 particles. However, for seepage flow that is within the laminar regime where Darcy's law applies, the new 153 insight obtained from the costly simulations will be limited. As a result, this discrete-continuum coupling 154 model does not explicitly model the pore-scale solid-fluid interaction. Instead, we rely on the hypothesis 155 that effective stress principle is valid for the specific boundary value problems we considered. In particular, 156 we make the following assumptions:
157
-The void space is always fully saturated with one type of fluid and there is no capillary effect that leads 158 to apparent cohesion of the solid skeleton.
-The flow in the void space remains Darcian at the macroscopic level.
160
-All particles in the granular assemblies are in contact with the neighboring particles.
161
-Fluidization, suffusion and erosion do not occur.
162
-Grain crushing does not occur.
163
-There is no mass exchange between the fluid and solid constituents.
164
As a result, we may express the total macroscopic Cauchy stress as a function of homogenized Cauchy 165 effective stress inferred from DEM and the macroscopic pore pressure obtained from the mixed finite ele-
f c is the contact force and l c is the branch vector, the vector that connects the centroids of two grains 169 forming the contact [Christoffersen et al., 1981 , Bagi, 1996 , Sun et al., 2013a , at the grain contact x + y c ∈ 170 R 3 . V RVE is the volume of the RVE and N c is the total number of particles in the RVE. Meanwhile, the Biot's
with K DEM T (x, t) and K s being the effective tangential bulk modulus of the solid matrix inferred from DEM, 173 and the bulk modulus of the solid grain respectively [Nur and Byerlee, 1971, Simon et al., 1986] , 2004 , Miehe et al., 2010 , Wellmann et al., 2008 . For completeness,
191
we provide a brief overview of DEM, the procedure for generation of RVEs and the study on the size of 192 RVEs in Appendix A,B and C.
193
The Hill-Mandel micro-heterogeneity condition demands that the power at the microscopic scale must 194 be equal to the the rate of work done measured by the macroscopic effective stress and strain rate measures.
195
For the solid constituent of the two-phase porous media, this condition can be expressed in terms of any 196 power-conjugate effective stress and strain rate pair , such as (P ,Ḟ) and (S ,Ė) and (σ , D) [Borja and 197 Alarcón, 1995, Armero, 1999] . For instance, the condition can be written in terms of the effective stress and 198 rate of deformation of the solid skeleton, i.e.,
where D is the rate of deformation, i.e., the symmetric part of the velocity gradient tensor, uniform traction are three boundary conditions that satisfy the Hill-Mandel micro-heterogeneity condition.
203
In our implementation, we apply the periodic boundary condition to obtain the effective stress measure, 204 because the periodic boundary condition may yield responses that are softer than those obtained from 205 the linear deformation BC but stiffer than those obtained from the uniform traction BC. In particular, the 206 periodic boundary condition enforces two constraints: (1) the periodicity of the deformation, i.e.,
207
[ 
In YADE, the DEM code we employed for grain-scale simulations, the deformation of an RVE is driven 212 by a periodic cell box in which the macroscopic velocity gradient of the unit cell < L > RVE can both be 213 measured and prescribed.
214
3 Multiscale DEM-mixed-FEM hydro-mechanical model 215 The differential equations governing the isothermal saturated porous media in large deformation are de-216 rived based on the mixture theory, in which solid matrix and pore fluid are treated together as a multiphase 217 continuum [Prevost, 1982 , Borja and Alarcón, 1995 , Armero, 1999 , Coussy, 2004 , Sun et al., 2013b , Martinez 218 et al., 2013 . The solid and fluid constituents may simultaneously occupy fractions of the volume of the 219 same material point. The physical quantities of the mixture, such as density and total stress, are spatially 220 homogenized from its components. For example, the averaged density of the fluid saturated soil mixture 221 is defined as:
where ρ α is the partial mass density of the α constituent and ρ α is the intrinsic mass density of the α 223 constituent, with φ being the porosity. For the balance of linear momentum law in finite strain, we adopt the total Lagrangian formulation and 226 choose the total second Piola-Kirchhoff stress (PK2) S as the stress measure. The inertial effect is neglected.
227
The equation takes the form:
where the Jacobian J = det(F). The principle of effective stress postulates that the total Cauchy stress σ 229 can be decomposed into an effective stress due to the solid skeleton deformation and an isotropic pore 230 pressure (p f ) stress. The effective stress principle in terms of PK2 writes:
Thus the balance of linear momentum becomes:
Balance of fluid mass 234
The simplified u-p formulation in finite strain requires another equation illustrating the balance of mass 235 for pore fluid constituent:
where D[ ] Dt =[ ] is the material time derivative with respect to the velocity of solid skeleton v. 237 We make isothermal and barotropic assumptions and suppose that p f << K s and that DB DEM Dt ∼ 0.
238
After simplifications [Sun et al., 2013b] , the balance of mass becomes:
is the Biot's modulus [Nur and Byerlee, 1971] , with K f being the bulk modulus of pore fluid.
241
In this paper, Darcy's constitutive law relating the relative flow and the pore pressure is employed, 242 neglecting the inertial effect:
where the pull-back permeability tensor K DEM is defined as
Assume that the effective permeability tensor k DEM is isotropic, i.e., 
The prescribed boundary conditions are
where N is outward unit normal on undeformed surface ∂B. 253 For model closure, the initial conditions are imposed as
Following the standard procedures of the variational formulation, we obtain finally the weak form of the balance of linear momentum and mass
The first integral of H(u, p f , ψ) can be related to the solid velocity fieldu using the equationsJ = J ∇ x ·u 258 and ∇ x ·u = ∇ Xu : F -T [Borja and Alarcón, 1995] :
The displacement and pore pressure trial spaces for the weak form are defined as
and the corresponding admissible spaces of variations are defined as
H 1 denotes the Sobolev space of degree one, which is the space of square integrable function whose 264 weak derivative up to order 1 are also square integrable (cf. Hughes [1987] , Brenner and Scott [2008] ). , 2008 , Sun et al., 2013b , Sun, 2015 . Therefore a stabilization procedure is necessary. In this study, the 274 fluid pressure Laplacian scheme is applied. This scheme consists of adding the following stabilization term 275 to the balance of mass equation (27) :
with α stab a scale factor depending on element size and material properties of the porous media. For de-277 tailed formulations, please refer to [Truty and Zimmermann, 2006, Sun et al., 2013b] . 278 We obtain the finite element equations for balance of linear momentum and balance of mass as:
with expressions for each term:
The non-linear equation system (35) can be rewritten in a compact form:
where M * = 0 0
Consistent linearization 284
The semi-implicit solution scheme requires the expression of the tangential stiffness of the implicit con-285 tribution. Thus, we perform the consistent linearization of the weak forms (26) and (27) in the reference 286 configuration [Borja et al., 1998 , Sanavia et al., 2002 . For the balance of linear momentum equation, the consistent linearization reads,
is the material tangential stiffness. δE is the variation of the Green-Lagrange strain 
where K p 1 is the geometrical term related to the permeability k.
293
The proposed semi-implicit scheme splits G(u, p f , η) and H(u, p f , ψ) into implicitly treated parts and 294 explicitly treated parts, thus only a subset of the linearization terms in (38) and (39) will be used. The 295 implicit-explicit split will be explained in the next section. , 2004 , Guo and Zhao, 2014 , Liu et al., 2015 , the extension of these 299 algorithms to multiphysics hydro-mechanical problem is not straightforward. The key difference is that 300 the pore-fluid diffusion is transient and hence the initial boundary value problem is elliptic.
301
While it is possible to add the inertial terms and update the macroscopic displacement and pore pres-302 sure explicitly via a dynamics relaxation procedure, this strategy is impractical due to the small critical 303 time step size of the explicit scheme as pointed out by Prevost [1983] . Another possible approach is to 304 solve the macroscopic problem in a fully implicit, unconditionally stable scheme. The drawback of this ap-305 proach is that it requires additional CPU time to compute the elasto-plastic tangential stiffness from DEM.
306
Unlike a conventional constitutive model (in which an analytical expression of the tangential stiffness is 307 often available and hence easy to implement), the tangential stiffness inferred from DEM must be obtained 308 numerically via perturbation methods [Guo and Zhao, 2014, Brothers et al., 2014] . For three-dimensional 309 simulations, this means that additional 36 to 81 simulations are required to obtain the tangential stiffness, depending on which energy-conjugate stress-strain pair is used in the formulation. This is a sizable burden 311 given the fact that a converged update may require tens of iterations.
312
To avoid this additional computational cost, we adopt the implicit-explicit predictor/multicorrector 313 scheme originally proposed in Hughes et al. [1979] and Prevost [1983] and apply it to the finite strain 314 DEM-mixed-FEM model. In Prevost [1983] , the internal force is split into two components, one treated 315 implicitly and another treated explicitly. We adopt this idea here by treating the elasto-plastic force from 316 DEM explicitly, and the other internal forces implicitly, in a fashion similar to the unconditionally stable 317 Yanenko operator splitting (i.e. L = L exp + L imp , c.f. Yanenko [1971] ).
318
The implicit time integration based on the generalized trapezoidal rule consists of satisfying the equa-319 tion (37) at time t n+1 :
with the solution
The notation is as follows: the subscripts n and n + 1 denote that the variables are evaluated at time t n and 323 t n+1 , respectively; ∆t is the time step; α is the integration parameter. The quantityd is referred to as the 324 predicted solution.
325
Similar to the scheme of Prevost [1983] , the semi-implicit predictor-corrector scheme is performed by 326 evaluating a portion of the left hand side forces of (40) explicitly using the predicted solutiond and v n , and 327 treating the remaining portion implicitly with the solution d n+1 and v n+1 :
To obtain the macroscopic displacement and pore pressure at time t n+1 from the non-linear equation 
with v 0 n+1 = 0. The relationship of their increments is thus:
The equation (43) in terms of these iterative solutions is written as:
The consistent linearization of the implicit part F IMP is required to solve (47). The resulting tangential 335 stiffness matrix depends on what force terms are included in {M * · v} implicit and F int implicit .
336
For the implicit-explicit split of the nonlinear rate of change term M * · v, note that, from (38) and (39), 337 its variation contains two components:
In the proposed scheme, the rate of change term is split in a way that only M * is treated implicitly:
From the above implicit-explicit split, the first order linearization form of F IMP in (47) reads:
is the directional derivative of F int implicit at d j n+1 in the direction of ∆d j+1 n+1 .
342
For construction of K T implicit , firstly, a complete linearization of the internal force F int results in the 343 following form of tangential stiffness matrix, according to (38) and (39):
where K e is the elastic contribution and K ep is the non-linear elastic-plastic contribution to the material (52), the resulting operator split writes:
From equations (44), (47), (49), (50) and (53), we obtain equation (54), which represents the iteration 353 equation of the semi-implicit predictor-multicorrector scheme:
where the internal force F int (d j n+1 ) has two contributions: the PK2 effective stresses which are homog-355 enized from DEM RVEs and the macroscopic internal force from FEM, i.e., The objective of this section is to demonstrate the versatility and accuracy of the proposed method in both The lateral surfaces are constrained by frictionless rigid walls (not shown). All surfaces are impervious.
415
The gravitational effect is not considered in this study. For coupled microscopic DEM models, periodic 416 unit cells composed of uniform spheres are prepared by an isotropic compression engine in YADE up to 417 σ iso = 100kPa with initial porosity of 0.375 and 0.427 for dense and loose assemblies respectively, and then 418 are assigned identically to all the integration points of the FEM model before shearing.
419
The finite strain formulation is first adopted to study the hydro-mechanical coupling effect during the 420 shearing of the dense and loose samples with undrained boundaries. The material parameters used in the 421 simulations allowing hydraulic diffusion within the specimen are presented in Table 2 . They are catego- 
442
We examine the mesh dependency by three aforementioned mesh densities adopted in simulations 443 of dense assembly with local seepage. The effect is presented via plots of global σ yz − γ yz and ε v − γ yz 444 responses as Fig. 7 . For stress response, discrepancy between medium and fine meshes is not significant, 445 but coarse mesh apparently yields stiffer solution after 2% shear strain and the maximum deviation is 446 about 7.6% with respect to the fine mesh solution. The differences between ε v curves are less significant 447 and do not exceed 4% of the fine mesh solution. Thus, our choice of the fine mesh to conduct numerical 448 experiments is acceptable.
449
We next display the difference between finite and small strain multiscale schemes for simulations of 450 dense granular sample in both local diffusion conditions in Fig. 8 . According to the global shear responses, We also assess the local diffusion effect via color maps of pore pressure developed during the deforma-458 tion, as shown in Fig. 9 . The dense sample with local seepage has developed negative pore pressure and 459 the pressure distribution is nearly uniform, since fluid flow could take place inside the specimen to dissi-460 pate pressure difference between neighboring pores. Without local seepage of water, the pore pressure is Fig. 6 : Comparison of global shear stress and volumetric strain behavior between globally undrained dense and loose assemblies with and without local diffusion itive pressure) and the other two dilated (negative pressure). Furthermore, these corners have maximum 463 pressure gradient ||∇p f ||.
464
The multiscale nature of our method offers more insight into the local states of granular sample. With 465 the granular material behavior homogenized from responses of RVEs, the grain displacements, the effective 466 stress paths (shear stress q = σ 1 − σ 3 vs. effective mean stress p = σ 1 +σ 2 +σ 3 3 ) and the volumetric strain paths Fig. 7 : Comparison of global shear stress and global volumetric strain behavior between coarse mesh (1×5×5), medium mesh (1×8×8), fine mesh (1×10×10), finite strain formulation RVE configuration. We present stress paths of these three RVEs providing evidence that strain-softening 473 ( Fig. 11(a) ), limited strain-softening ( Fig. 11(b) ) and strain-hardening ( Fig. 11(c) ) could locally occur in a 474 dense sample which globally behaves in a strain-hardening manner. A critical state line q = η p is drawn 475 for three stress paths and the value of slope η is identified as 1.16. η and the Mohr-Coulomb friction angle 476 β is computed to be 29.1 • by the following relation for cohesionless soil [Wood, 1990] :
, which is close to the inter-particle friction angle β = 30 • . Paths of ε v further demonstrate that large local studied to quantify what is the acceptable range of the prescribed loading rate that can prevent significant 505 amount of excess pore pressure. An additional full-domain simulation is performed at a strain rate ten times slower:˙ z = 0.005% per 534 second. The global shear stress and volumetric strain behavior are compared for the two loading rates in 535 Fig. 16 . The specimen under higher strain rate can sustain higher shear stress, but the strain rate has very 536 little influence on volumetric strain behavior. The evolution of pore pressure at the center of the cylindrical 537 specimen in two cases are also shown in Fig. 17 . At a high strain rate, the pore water does not have time to 538 fully diffuse through local pores and reach steady state. As a result, excess pore pressure builds up to about 539 5 kPa while the specimen shrinks. The pressure then decreases and becomes negative when the specimen 540 dilates. In the low-strain-rate case, the magnitude of pore pressure is about five times smaller while the 541 trend looks similar of the high-strain-rate counterpart. material bifurcation or non-homogeneous loading can be properly captured. As an example, we monitor 547 the evolution of these poro-elasticity parameters against axial strain ε z for a RVE inside the shear band 548 (RVE A, shown in Fig. 15(c) ) and another RVE outside the shear band (RVE B, shown in Fig. 15(c) ) in the 549˙ z = 0.05%-per-second, full-domain simulation (Fig. 18) . The evolution of the Biot's coefficient B shown 550 in Fig. 18) [2015] is adopted to analyze the fabric of the fluid-saturated granular assemblies at the finite strain range.
559
The fabric anisotropy of two RVEs, one taken inside the shear band (RVE A) and another one in the host 
where n c is the unit vector of contact normal and N c is the number of contacts inside the RVE. The tensor 563 F fabric characterizes the fabric anisotropy of the RVE and is written as [Zhao and Guo, 2013] 564
where δ ij is the Kronecker delta. Its norm F fabric and direction n F are defined by
To analyze whether and how fabric evolves differently inside shear band and the host matrix, we com- 
where η is the ratio between the effective mean pressure p and the deviatoric stress q and e is the void 572 ratio. η c , e c =ê c (p) and A c = 1 are critical state values of the stress ratio, void ratio and fabric anisotropy 573 variable (cf. Li and Dafalias [2012, 2015] ).
574
The results are summarized in Fig. 19 . The stress-strain response shown in Fig. 19(a) indicates that RVE 575 A becomes unstable after the peak shear stress and experiences significant dilation until the critical state 576 indicated by the plateau in the porosity curve. The normalized FAV of RVE A rises to about 0.96 quickly 577 upon subjected to the triaxial loading. Then, normalized FAV stay close to 1, which indicates that the fabric 578 and stress directions in RVE A is nearly coaxial, as the RVE A approaches the critical state.
579
On the other hand, RVE B, which lies outside the shear band, experiences slightly more softening, 580 but the dilatancy is much less than RVE A. The FAV curve of RVE B deviates from the curve of RVE A 581 after axial strain of 2% and exhibits opposite trend that the fabric and stress directions loss coaxiality. This Fig. 17 : Evolution of pore pressure at the center of the cylindrical specimen during triaxial compression test subjected to two loading rate. observation suggests that the critical states are not achieved simultaneously within an specimen that forms 583 deformation band.
584
To demonstrate the performance of the multiscale semi-implicit scheme, the convergence rate of the 585 quarter-domain simulation is illustrated in Fig. 20 as an example. At different strain levels, the convergence 586 curves show linear profiles in the logarithm-scale plot. The first step converges the fastest since the RVEs 587 are linear elastic at ε z = 0.1%. The number of iterations required for convergence increases to 11 when 588 the global shear stress reaches the peak (about ε z = 2%). In the softening stage, the explicitly treated the 589 elastic-plastic contribution K ep to the material tangential stiffness becomes more significant. Therefore the 590 convergence rate is further reduced and each time step requires about 20 iterations. Fig. 15(c) ) and RVE B (outside shear band, Fig. 15(c) ).
Submerged slope stability problem 592
The last numerical example is the submerged slope stability problem. We select this problem for two rea- Fig. 19 : Evolution of (a) deviatoric stress q (b) porosity (c) A = n F : n s (relative orientation between anisotropic fabric and deviatoric stress directions) during triaxial compression test (˙ z = 0.05%/s) for RVE A (inside shear band, Fig. 15(c) ) and RVE B (outside shear band, Fig. 15(c) ). slip surface τ:
where τ f is determined by the material's effective cohesion c , effective friction angle φ , total normal stress 605 σ n , and the pore pressure u as [Bishop, 1955 , Borja et al., 2012 :
To make the comparison between the SLOPE/W and the DEM-mixed-FEM model feasible, the DEM 607 unit cell adopted in this simulation is firstly subjected to drained triaxial compression test under different 
, where ∆F i is the residual force at the iteration step i. The convergence is reached when the error falls below 10 −4 . Fig. 21 : Slip surface and factor of safety of 1.281 estimated by SLOPE/W for a 1:1 submerged slope. The unit of the spatial dimensions is meter.
The modified Bishop method implemented in the commercial software SLOPE/W assumes that strain 613 localization may take place upon the slope failure and the localized zone is a circular slip surface. For a 614 fully submerged 1:1 slope composed of materials with φ = 30 • and c = 2.5 kPa, we calculate the center 615 and radius of slip surface, as well as FOS which is assumed to be constant along the surface. The FOS 616 computed by SLOPE/W is 1.281, as shown in Fig. 21 .
617
The FEM-mixed-DEM simulation we conduct here assumes that the model fails with the same slip 618 surface as the geometry calculated above. Thus only the material constitutive relation in elements along 619 the slip surface comes from the DEM solver while as the other elements outside the critical surface are 620 assumed to have a linear elastic behavior, possessing the same elastic properties as the DEM samples.
Here we follow the simple approach used in Cappa and Rutqvist [2011] to model both the bulk and the 622 critical surface with 8-node brick elements, but the the thickness of the critical surface elements are set be 623 of the order of the material length scale (i.e. 5cm). In the future, we will explore the usage of finite strain 624 localization element [Yang et al., 2005] or embedded localization zone model [Fish and Belytschko, 1988] to 625 couple DEM with FEM for problems with weak or strong discontinuities. These treatments, nevertheless, 626 are out of the scope of this study.
627
In this multiscale study, the factor of safety is estimated by gradually applying the gravity load αg 628 at a very low rate to maintain the drained condition, where α is known as the loading factor [de Borst 629 et al., 2012] . The FOS is equal to α when the slope suddenly collapses along the slip surface, indicated 630 by a sudden increase of displacement of upper crest (settlement). Since a DEM assembly with neither 631 confining pressure nor cohesive force is not stable when sheared, we start the simulation from 0.1g. Then 632 α is increased gradually until it approaches the critical value that causes the slip surface slides. Here we 633 chose a small increment of α (0.001g) in order to capture the slope response near and after the sliding.
634
The u-p poromechanics formulation is advantageous in the sense that one may prescribe directly the pore 635 pressure as boundary condition to represent the hydraulic load changes of groundwater level. As a result, 636 there is no need to estimate the total traction caused by hydraulic force at the upper boundaries as what 637 typically did in single-phase finite element analysis, e.g., Griffiths and Lane [1999] . 
The deformed configurations of three RVEs on the top, in the middle and at the toe along the slip 641 surface are colored according to the displacement with respect to the initial RVE configuration. Their state-642 paths are plotted in Fig. 23 , which explain that different locations of the slip surface experience different 643 loading pattern, the multiscale study of safety factor is thus more realistic. The safety factor predicted by 644 the numerical analysis is shown in Fig. 24 , compared with FOS predicted by the former analytical solution.
645
The result suggests that the multiscale study yields more conservative prediction. To obtain effective stress measure from the DEM, we constitute a microscopic problem in which the macro-672 scopic deformation measure is recast as the boundary condition for the unit problem. The unit cell problem 673 is used to replace the macroscopic constitutive model that relates macroscopic strain measure and inter-674 nal variables with the macroscopic effective stress measure. In the DEM model we employed, there is no 675 microscopic internal variable introduced for the contact laws. Instead, path dependent behavior is mainly 676 caused by the rearrangement of the grain contacts and the evolution of the force chain network topology.
677
In the unit cell DEM problem, the frame or walls of the particle assemblies are driven to move according 678 to the macroscopic deformation measure via applying boundary traction or prescribing displacements on 679 boundary particles [Miehe et al., 2010, Guo and Zhao, 2014] . The contact forces are computed for each par-680 ticle and the equations of motion are integrated by an explicit time integrator [Cundall and Strack, 1979] . In 681 quasi-static problems, to achieve static equilibrium of the particle assemblies, a dynamic relaxation scheme 682 is employed. granular assembly. Let y p and y q denote the position vectors of their centers in a global coordinate system, 685 while their orientations are represented by unit orientation quaternions q p and[Šmilauer et al., 2010] . 686 The relative velocityḋ t of the contact point y c depends on the rate of change of the position vectorsẏ p and 687ẏ q and the rate of change of the particle orientations w p and w q , i.e.,
Assuming that the contact areas of all particle pairs are infinitesimal and neglecting the gravitational 689 force, and we also don't consider torques/couples at contacts due to rolling and torsion in the numerical 690 examples in this paper, the equations of motion for the translational and rotational degrees of freedom of 691 particle p reads,
with the mass m p and moment of inertia I p of the sphere p, f p the sum of n c contact forces f c p and t p the 693 sum of n c contact torques due to tangential forces.
694
In YADE, following the form of Cundall's global damping [Cundall and Strack, 1979] , artificial numer-695 ical damping forces and torques are applied on each particle to reduce the total force and total torque that 
. 702 Finally, (65) is integrated with a central difference scheme. Consider the incremental update from time 703 step t to time step t + ∆t and let (y p ) t−∆t , (y p ) t , (y p ) t+∆t denote the translational degrees of freedom for the 704 p-th particle in three consecutive time steps. The explicit central difference scheme that updates (y p ) t+∆t 705 reads,
For updating the orientation of the p-th particle (q p ) t+∆t , the explicit central difference scheme leads to 707 the angular velocity at time t + ∆t 2 [Šmilauer et al., 2010] ,
The Euler axis and angle of the rotation quaternion ∆q p are represented by a unit vector and the mag-709 nitude of the rotation ∆t(w p ) t+ ∆t 2 , respectively, i.e.,
The rotation quaternion (q p ) t+∆t is then updated by combining two rotation quaternions together, i.e.,
Note that the multiplication of quaternions is not commutative. Following the update of particle positions 712 and orientations, the contact forces, moment are updated and the energy balance is checked. The static 713 equilibrium is achieved when the particle velocity becomes sufficiently small. In YADE, this is indicated 714 by the magnitude of the kinetic energy and the unbalanced force index (cf. Ng [2006] ).
715
In the actual numerical simulations, we employ a simple contact law model that can be decomposed 716 into the normal and tangential components, ( f c p ) n and ( f c p ) t i.e.,
The normal contact force between a particle pair p and q is nonzero if and only if the particles are in contact,
where n is the contact normal vector, d n is the overlapped length. Furthermore, the normal stiffness k n of 720 the grain contact is related to the radii (R p and R q ) and Young's modulus of the particle E g , i.e.,
Meanwhile, the tangential force ( f c p ) t depends on the shear stiffness k t and the relative tangential displace-722 ment, but is also capped by the Coulomb's frictional force. As shown in Catalano et al. [2014] , the rate form 723 of the tangential constitutive law reads,
where c is the cohesion, A is a dimensionless material parameter, β is the friction angle. 
768
All five numerical specimens are then subjected to triaxial loading until 20% axial strain. Previous 769 studies have established that the boundary conditions driving the frame or surrounding wall of the unit cell may affect the macroscopic behavior. This sensitivity to the boundary condition is more severe when the 771 unit cell is smaller than the RVE size, but less important when the unit cell contains enough particles [Zohdi 772 and Wriggers, 2001 , Miehe and Dettmar, 2004 , White et al., 2006 , Wellmann et al., 2008 , Miehe et al., 2010 Guo and Zhao, 2014]. In particular, Miehe et al. [2010] has conducted systematic study to compare various 774 constraints which transform periodic, linear displacement (zero rotation) and uniform stress to particle 775 assemblies and found that all three satisfy a priori the Hill-Mandel condition. The study in Miehe et al.
776
[2010] demonstrates that the linear displacement constraint produces the stiffest homogenized responses, For convenience of implementation, we reformulate the finite strain multiscale u-p formulation by adopt-784 ing the Voigt notations and matrices presented in [de Borst et al., 2012] .
785
The vector for the second PK stress tensor S is expressed as 
The internal virtual work is thus expressed as: 
The gradient of N p with respect to the reference configuration reads: 792 E p = ∇ X N p = 
